We report on an ultra-compact, low loss and broadband TM-pass polarizer, which is constructed by two interleaved subwavelength-gratings (SWGs) waveguides inserted in the center of the strip waveguide on a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) platform. The device structure is optimally engineered to support Bloch mode for fundamental TM polarization only. Therefore, the TM mode transmits along the strip waveguide with rather low propagation loss while the TE mode is completely reflected by the embedded SWGs waveguides. Simulation results show that an efficient and ultra-compact TM-pass polarizer of 5.2 μm in length is realized with extinction ratio (ER) of 31.63 dB and insertion loss (IL) of 0.18 dB at the operating wavelength of 1550 nm. The operation bandwidth for ER over 20 dB and IL below 0.32 dB is 155 nm (from 1465 to 1620 nm). By increasing the period number, the ER performance and bandwidth can be further improved. Furthermore, the fabrication of the present polarizer only requires mono-lithography and single etch process, which will greatly reduce the fabrication difficulty.
Introduction
Silicon-on-Insulator (SOI) has been regarded as a promising platform for silicon photonics since it has great features of well-established CMOS processing and high refractive index contrast [1] . However, photonic devices based on SOI nanowires usually suffer from strong polarization dependent issues, which will limit their applications in photonic integrated circuits (PICs). Hence, polarization manipulate is a crucial part of PICs [2] . As one of the typical polarization-manipulating devices, polarizers have been well developed in recent years to realize a polarization transparent circuit. In previous studies, various high-performance polarizers have been demonstrated for the applications of PICs [3] - [7] . Considering the TE mode is prevailing used in the practical applications, these polarizers are designed to extinguish the unwanted TM polarization state and reserve the desired TE polarization state to realize TE mode waveguides. Compared with the TE mode waveguide, the TM mode waveguide can provide a more promising way for the highly sensitive sensing applications since TM polarization has stronger interactions of evanescent wave than that of TE polarization [8] . In the past years several configurations of TM-pass polarizers have been reported [9] - [15] . By utilizing 300 nm thick silicon core layer, Wang et al. [10] proposed a CMOS compatible TM-pass polarizer of 10 μm in length with a negligible insertion loss (IL) and high extinction ratio (ER) performance. In [13] , a novel TM-pass polarizer using HPGs structure is realized with an ultra-compact size of 2.6 μm long. However, the bandwidth is not wide enough and the fabrication process of such structure is complicated. In Ref [14] , a 150 μm long graphene-based TM-pass polarizer with ER greater than 40 dB over 100 nm operation bandwidth has been proposed. In [15] , another improved TM-pass polarizer using highly doped p-silicon has been reported with ER of 30 dB and length of 15 μm. However, these devices are suffering from high propagation loss. Since a device performance is reflected by its synthesized indicators, it is necessary to develop a novel TM-pass polarizer which can meet the requirements of ultra-compact size, ultra-broad bandwidth, high extinction ratio, low propagation loss and easy fabrication process simultaneously.
Subwavelength gratings (SWGs), basically consisting of periodic cross-distributed high and low refractive index materials, offer a promising way to implement novel photonic devices [16] , [17] . Since the operating wavelength is larger than the grating period, light propagating in SWG waveguide can be treated as it passes through a strip waveguide with equivalent homogeneous material core [18] . By adjusting the duty cycles of the high and low refractive index materials in one SWG period, the optical properties of the SWG waveguide can be tailored and modified for a given application [19] . Owing to these unique properties, various kinds of photonic devices based on SWGs structures have been proposed, for instance, directional couplers [20] , [21] , contradirectional couplers [22] , polarization-insensitive grating couplers [23] , polarization beam splitters [24] , [25] , rotators [26] , [27] , polarizers [28] , [29] , filters [30] , [31] , and resonators [32] . In [29] , Guan and Dai propose a TM-pass polarizer with 9 μm in length by treating the SWG waveguide as a Bragg reflector. However, this device suffers from a narrow bandwidth (the bandwidth for ER over 20 dB is 60 nm). In [30] , a SWG-Based TM-pass filter is demonstrated. By engineering the SWGs waveguide parameters, the proposed polarizer with 4.2 μm long is achieved. However, the lowest IL of the present device in the whole calculation region is 1 dB, such high propagation loss will be detrimental to the realization of high-performance system. Hence, a compact polarizer with high ER, low IL and broad bandwidth is highly desired to improve the PICs performance.
In this paper, we present an ultra-compact, low-loss and broadband TM-pass polarizer by utilizing two interleaved SWGs waveguides inserted in the center of silicon-based strip waveguide on SOI platform. In our design, the structure parameters are carefully engineered to make sure only Bloch mode of fundamental TM polarization is supported in the present device. For TE polarization, this device acts as a Bragg reflector. Therefore, the inject TM polarization will transmit along the SWGbased silicon waveguide with rather low propagation loss while the TE polarization will reflect by the interleaved SWGs waveguides during the propagation. The calculation results show that the designed polarizer is about 5.2 μm long, the ER and IL are 31.63 dB and 0.18 dB, respectively, at the operation wavelength of 1550 nm. The bandwidth for ER > 20 dB and IL < 0.32 dB is 155 nm (from 1465 to 1620 nm). Additionally, the present device fabrication only requires a single-etch process, which will make the fabrication process much simpler.
Design Structure and Principle
The proposed TM-pass polarizer is designed using a 220 nm thick silicon layer on an SOI platform, as shown in Fig. 1 . The basic structure of the polarizer is made of a silicon strip waveguide with silica upper cladding. Two interleaved SWGs waveguides with the same waveguide widths are inserted into the center of the strip waveguide, form the polarizer section. For these two SWGs waveguides, the period and duty cycle are denoted as 1 ( 2 ) and η 1 (η 2 ), respectively. The widths of strip waveguide and SWGs waveguides are w 1 and w 2 , The active length of the device is L. Here one has L = N , where the period is denoted as = 1 + 2 and N is the period number.
As mentioned before, a simplified approximation method for SWGs structure is that a SWGs can be treated as a homogenous material (HM) [17] . After this approximation, a SWG-based waveguide can be considered as a traditional waveguide using HM with refractive index of n eq . The most commonly used approximation methods for calculating the equivalent refractive index of SWGs structure are the effective medium theory [33] and coupled mode theory [34] . Considering the equivalent refractive indices calculation based on high order approximation of the effective medium theory has heavy computing burden and also very time consuming; here we use the fast and predigest coupled mode theory approach to determine the device parameters roughly. The refractive index step of the HM, n eq , is given by [34] :
where η is the duty cycle and n is the refractive index step between alternated low and high index materials of the SWG waveguide. Based on this method, the two interleaved SWGs waveguides in our design can be replaced by two cross-distributed equivalent HM waveguides. We label SWGs waveguide with period 1 ( 2 ) as HM 1 (HM 2 ). The equivalent refractive index of HM 1 and HM 2 are n eq1 and n eq2 , respectively, as shown in Fig. 2 (a). After this equivalent, the original SWGs region can be regard as a new HM-based structure with period and duty cycle 1 / , as shown in Fig. 2(b) .
To obtain a TM-pass polarizer, the structural parameters should be modified carefully to satisfy the following Bragg grating equations [35] n T E ef f 1 
where λ 0 is the operating wavelength, n T E ef f 1 (n T M eff1 ) and n T E ef f 2 (n T M ef f 2 ) are the effective indices of the fundamental TE (TM) mode in the HM 1 and HM 2 sections. 1 and 2 are the length of HM 1 and HM 2 section region. Under this condition, only the Bloch mode for TM polarization is supported in the present device. When the TM polarization enters the device, it directly passes through the silicon waveguide with a very little propagation loss. When the TE polarization enters, it will be significantly reflected due to the high efficiency Bragg reflection caused by the embedded structure.
As an example, the widths of the strip and SWGs waveguides are chosen as w 1 = 500 nm and w 2 = 200 nm, respectively. Since these are two different SWGs waveguides, for simplicity, we assume 1 = 2 in our design. If not specified, the operating wavelength is kept constant as 
Results and Discussions
To better understand the operating principle of the designed polarizer, a finite element method is utilized to analyze the mode characteristics of polarizer section. The field profiles for fundamental TE and TM modes of the polarizer section at the operating wavelength are illustrated in Fig. 3 . According to the equivalent refractive index method of SWGs structure [28] , the n eq of HM is lower than the refractive index of silicon. Therefore, the polarizer section can be regard as a vertical slot waveguide, as shown in Fig. 3(a) . From Fig. 3(b) one can see that the fundamental TE mode is highly confined in the "slot" region, which is benefit for the interaction between light field and SWGs Bragg gratings. For the fundamental TM mode, the filed distribution in the polarizer section is similar to that in a vertical slot waveguide, as shown in Fig. 3(c) . It is noticeable, however, the "slot" width in our design is wider than that of traditional slot waveguide, leading to an increased evanescent field leaked into the surrounding materials.
In order to realize an efficient polarizer, periods and duty cycles of the two interleaved SWGs waveguides should be properly selected to make sure that the fundamental TE mode is totally reflected at the operating wavelength while there is no affected to TM mode. A 3D finite-difference time-domain (3D-FDTD) method is employed to evaluate the ER and IL performances for TE mode at the operation wavelength. The ER and IL are defined as below: Table 1 . Both η 1 and η 2 are kept between 0.3 and 0.7 to make sure that the SWG fin width is within the limitation range of the fabrication requirement, since the minimum feature size has been realized in fabrication is 50 nm [9] , [36] . In addition, the reflection peak (Bragg wavelength) of TE mode is kept at 1550 nm. According to the approximation method, the gratings period has been roughly determined, as shown in the seventh column of the Table 1 . Considering this approximation method does not take the scattering loss caused by the refractive index modulation into account, the device transmission features are calculated with the actual SWGs structure and the roughly determined period to reduce the effect of approximation error on device performance estimation. From Table 1 one can see that when η 1 is fixed, the one with period " " shows a descend trend as η 2 is increased. It is noted that the ER performance is significantly improved with the increasing of duty cycle step η ( η = |η 1 − η 2 |). This is because the decreasing of η will lead the equivalent refractive index of HM 1 close to that of HM 2 , thereby reducing the Bragg reflecting efficiency of the TE mode. On the other hand, the IL performance is gradually ameliorated with the increasing of the duty cycle η since the higher η will reduce the radiation loss of TM mode, as mentioned in previously report [13] . Since there is no single optimum parameter that can maintain maximized ER and minimum IL simultaneously, we choose η 1 = 0.3 and η 2 = 0.7 as a trade-off. Under this condition, the calculated period is 409 nm, the corresponding IL and ER are 0.13 dB and 27.87 dB, respectively, at the operating wavelength.
The optimal value of the period is determined by calculating the transmission responses of Eigen modes. The transmission and reflection responses of the present device as a function of period for both polarizations are shown in Fig. 4 . It is obviously that for the inject TE mode the period has a notable influence on the transmission/reflection behavior since the operation mechanism of the device is highly sensitive to the variation, as shown in Fig. 4(a) . For the inject TE mode, the transmission reaches its minimum value of −29.78 dB and the corresponding reflection value is −0.244 dB when the period is 400 nm. On the other hand, the lowest reflection in the calculation region is −0.226 dB and the corresponding transmission is −28.79 dB ( = 391 nm) for the TE mode. From Fig. 4(b) one can see that the performance of the inject TM mode is slightly affected by the variation, since the Bloch wave of TM polarization is supported in the present device. For the TM mode, the minimum value of transmission (reflection) is −0.103 dB (−22.71 dB) and the corresponding reflection (transmission) value is −21.79 dB (−0.122 dB), respectively, at the period of 400 nm (394 nm). Take full account of the transmission and reflection value at different period condition, one can see that the optimum period value is = 400 nm. The corresponding transmission and reflection responses for TE (TM) polarization are −29.78 dB (−0.103 dB) and −0.244 dB (−21.79 dB), respectively.
To further improve the device performance, the influence of the SWGs waveguides width is also studied. Fig. 5 illustrates the calculated responses of transmission/reflection for both polarizations as the SWGs waveguides width w 2 varies. From Fig. 5(a) one can see that the transmission response of TE polarization is gradually decreased from −26.93 dB to −31.89 dB and the reflection response is slightly increased from −0.251 dB to −0.233 dB when w 2 ranges from 170 nm to 230 nm, indicates an enhanced Bragg reflection efficiency. This is because by increasing w 2 , more electric field of TE mode will be confined in the embedded SWG waveguides, leading to a stronger light-matter interaction. For inject TM mode, the reflection response is not sensitive to the w 2 since the embedded silicon waveguide works as a traditional slot waveguide for the TM polarization. However, the transmission response gradually deteriorates with the increasing of w 2 , since the increased slot width will introduce higher radiation loss for TM mode. In addition, the transmission response decreases more rapidly when the w 2 is over 220 nm. To balance the ER and IL performances of proposed polarizer, we set w 2 as 220 nm in the following analysis. The wavelength dependence of the designed polarizer for the TE and TM polarized modes are presented in Fig. 6 , where w 1 = 500 nm, w 2 = 220 nm, 1 = 2 = 200 nm, η 1 = 0.3, η 2 = 0.7 and N = 13, respectively. The corresponding length of the device is L = 5.2 μm, which is shorter than the previous studies [12] , [14] , [15] . From these figures, one can see that the transmission response for the TE mode is low than −20.31 dB and the reflection response is higher than −0.375 dB from 1465 nm to 1620 nm, showing a significant Bragg reflection. In contrast, for TM mode, the transmission is higher than −0.646 dB and the reflection is lower than −10.68 dB in the whole calculation region. Considering the reflected light will bring adverse effects on other optical components such as laser sources and optical amplifiers, nonreciprocal optical devices like isolators [37] or polarization-independent circulators [38] should be placed in front of the present polarizer to reduce the negative effects of the reflections. At the operating wavelength of 1550 nm, the ER and IL are 31.63 dB and 0.18 dB, respectively. Since the present device is perfectly symmetric along the propagation direction, theoretically the TM to TE conversion is ignored in this device. For the proposed polarizer, a high ER (>20 dB) and low IL (<0.32 dB) has been achieved in the wavelength range from 1465 to 1620 nm, extending the bandwidth to 155 nm. Fig. 7 (a)-(b) show the simulated light distribution in the designed polarizer for TE and TM polarizations at the operation wavelength of 1550 nm, respectively. It can be seen that the injected TE mode is reflected by the embedded SWG waveguide with a high efficiency, while the injected TM mode passes through the device with almost no affect. In this way, an ultra-compact TM-pass polarizer with high performance is realized.
The fabrication tolerance caused by the strip waveguide width (w 1 ) variation is analyzed. The calculated transmission/reflection features of the present polarizer as the function of waveguide width w 1 for both two polarization states are shown in Fig. 8 . Here we assume that the SWGs waveguides width w 2 has the same variation ratio. From Fig. 8(a) one can see that for TE mode the transmission varies from −32.83 dB to −27.67 dB and the reflection varies from −0.267 dB to −0.214 dB when the waveguide width w 1 changes from 450 nm to 550 nm. For the TM mode, the transmission varies from −0.269 dB to −0.206 dB and the reflection varies from −26.21 dB to −20.72 dB in this waveguide width variation range. In the whole calculation region, the minimum value of ER and the maximum value of IL are 27.13 dB and 0.27 dB, respectively, shows a large fabrication tolerance.
Finally, the relationship between device performance and period number N is also studied. Fig. 9(a) shows the calculated ER and IL of the TM polarization as a function of period number N at the operation wavelength 1550 nm. It can see that the IL is insensitive to N variation while the ER is increased linearly with the increasing of N. This is because the Bragg reflection efficiency of TE mode is enhanced as the period number N increases. From Fig. 9(b) one can see that the bandwidth for ER > 20 dB is increased from 135 nm to 167 nm when the period number increases from 11 to 15. Similarly, the maximum values of IL over such bandwidth are fluctuated around 0.34 dB, achieving a low loss transmission. By increasing the period number, a higher performance TM-pass polarizer will be developed. Table 2 list the comparison between the latest reported TM-pass polarizers and our work, where the main indicators such as highest IL and lowest ER in the effective bandwidth ranges are 
Conclusions
In conclusion, we have proposed a novel TM-pass polarizer based on the Bragg reflection in a silicon-based strip waveguide with two SWGs waveguides embedded in the center place. For the present device, the structure dimensions are optimized to make sure that only the Bloch wave of TM polarization is supported in the present device. When the light transmits along the strip waveguide, the inject TM mode passes through the device directly with a low propagation loss, while the inject TE mode is efficiently reflected by the embedded SWG structure. Simulation results show that an ultra-compact TM-pass polarizer with length of 5.2 μm is achieved. The ER and IL of the polarizer are only 31.63 dB and 0.18 dB, respectively, at the operation wavelength of 1550 nm. It has also been shown that in the wavelength range from 1465 nm to 1620 nm, the present polarizer still works well with a decent ER (>20 dB) and low IL (IL < 0.32 dB), extending the effective working bandwidth to 155 nm. Furthermore, the bandwidth can be further improved by increasing the period number. Finally, the proposed polarizer can be fabricated with only one etch steep, which will greatly reduce the difficulty level of fabrication. Benefit from these advantages, the suggested TM-pass polarizer will have a potential application in the photonic integrated circuits.
